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Abstract
Learning representations that accurately capture long-range dependencies in se-
quential inputs — including text, audio, and genomic data — is a key problem in
deep learning. Feed-forward convolutional models capture only feature interactions
within finite receptive fields while recurrent architectures can be slow and difficult
to train due to vanishing gradients. Here, we propose Temporal Feature-Wise Lin-
ear Modulation (TFiLM) — a novel architectural component inspired by adaptive
batch normalization and its extensions — that uses a recurrent neural network to
alter the activations of a convolutional model. This approach expands the receptive
field of convolutional sequence models with minimal computational overhead.
Empirically, we find that TFiLM significantly improves the learning speed and ac-
curacy of feed-forward neural networks on a range of generative and discriminative
learning tasks, including text classification and audio super-resolution.
1 Introduction
In many application domains of deep learning — including speech [23, 17], genomics [2], and natural
language [44] — data takes the form of long, high-dimensional sequences. The prevalence and
importance of sequential inputs has motivated a range of deep architectures specifically designed for
this data [18, 27, 45].
One of the greatest challenges in processing sequential data is accurately capturing long-range input
dependencies — interactions between symbols that are far apart in the sequence. For example, in
speech recognition, data occurring at the beginning of a recording may influence the translation of
words enunciated much later.
Sequential inputs in deep learning are often processed using recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
[12, 18]. However, training RNNs is often difficult, mainly due to the vanishing gradient problem
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[3]. Feed-forward convolutional approaches are highly effective at processing both images [29], and
sequential data [27, 46, 14] and are easier to train. However, convolutional models only account
for feature interactions within finite receptive fields and are not ideally suited to capture long-term
dependencies.
In this paper, we introduce Temporal Feature-Wise Linear Modulation (TFiLM), a neural net-
work component that captures long-range input dependencies in sequential inputs by com-
bining elements of convolutional and recurrent approaches. Our component modulates the
activations of a convolutional model based on long-range information captured by a recur-
rent neural network. More specifically, TFiLM parametrizes the rescaling parameters of a
batch normalization layer as in earlier work on image stylization [9, 19] and visual ques-
tion answering [39]. (Table 1 outlines recent work applying feature-wise linear modulation.)
Figure 1: The TFiLM layer combines the strengths of convolutional
and recurrent neural networks. Above: operation of the TFiLM
layer with T = 8, C = 2, B = 2, and a pooling factor of 2.
We demonstrate real-world applica-
tions of TFiLM in both discrimi-
native and generative tasks involv-
ing sequential data. We define and
study a family of signal processing
problems called time series super-
resolution, which consists of recon-
structing a high-resolution signal from
low-resolution measurements. For ex-
ample, in audio super-resolution, we
reconstruct high-quality audio from a
low-quality input containing a fraction
(15-50%) of the original time-domain
samples. Likewise, in genomic super-
resolution, we recover high-quality
measurements from experimental as-
says using a limited number of lower-
quality measurements.
We observe that TFiLM significantly
improves the performance of deep
neural networks on a wide range of
discriminative classification tasks as
well as on complex high-dimensional
time series super-resolution problems. Interestingly, our model is domain-agnostic, yet outperforms
more specialized approaches that use domain-specific features.
Contributions. This work introduces a new architectural component for deep neural networks
that combines elements of convolutional and recurrent approaches to better account for long-range
dependencies in sequence data. We demonstrate the component’s effectiveness on the discriminative
task of text classification and on the generative task of time series super-resolution, which we define.
Our architecture outperforms strong baselines in multiple domains and could, inter alia, improve
speech compression, reduce the cost of functional genomics experiments, and improve the accuracy
of text classification systems.
2 Background
Batch Normalization and Feature-Wise Linear Modulation. Batch normalization (batch
norm; [20]) is a widely used technique for stabilizing the training of deep neural networks. In
this setting, batch norm takes as input a tensor of activations F ∈ RN×T×C from a 1D convolution
layer — where N,T , and C are, respectively, the minibatch size, the 1D spatial dimension, and
the number of channels — and performs two operations: rescaling F and applying an affine trans-
formation. Formally, this produces tensors Fˆ , F ′ ∈ RN×T×C whose (n, t, c)-th elements are the
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Table 1: Recent work applying feature-wise linear modulation.
Paper Problem Area Base Modality Conditioning
Modality
Conditioning
Architecture
Dhingra et al. [6] QA Text (document) Text (query) CNN
Perez et al. [40] Visual QA Images Text RNN
Dumoulin et al.
[10]
Style Transfer Images Images CNN
Kim et al. [26] Speech Audio Self (Sequence) Feedforward
This Paper Sequence Analysis Audio, Text, DNA Self (Sequence) RNN
Algorithm 1 Temporal Feature-Wise Linear Modulation.
Input: Tensor of 1D convolutional activations F ∈ RT×C where T,C are, respectively, the temporal
dimension and the number of channels, and a block length B. Output: Adaptively normalized tensor
of activations F ′ ∈ RT×C .
1. Reshape F into a block tensor F blk ∈ RB×T/B×C , defined as F blkb,t,c = Fb×B+t,c.
2. Obtain a representation F pool ∈ RB×C of the block tensor by pooling together the channels
within each block: F poolb,c = Pool(F
blk
b,:,c)
3. Compute sequence of normalizers γb, βb ∈ RC for b = 1, 2, ..., B using an RNN applied to
pooled blocks: (γb, βb), hb = RNN(F
pool
b,· ;hb−1) starting with h0 = ~0.
4. Compute normalized block tensor F norm ∈ RB×T/B×C as F normb,t,c = γb,c · F blockb,t,c + βb,c.
5. Reshape F norm into output F ′ ∈ RT×C as F ′`,c = F normbt/Bc,t mod B,c.
following:
Fˆn,t,c =
Fn,t,c − µc
σc + 
F ′n,t,c = γcFˆn,t,c + βc (1)
Here, µc, σc are estimates of the mean and standard deviation for the c-th channel, and γ, β ∈ RC
are trainable parameters that define an affine transformation. Note that when N = 1, we may drop
the first dimension of F and define the same operation over a T × C tensor.
Feature-Wise Linear Modulation (FiLM) [9] extends this idea by allowing γ, β to be functions
γ, β : Z → RC of an auxiliary input z ∈ Z . For example, in feed-forward image style transfer [9],
z is an image defining a new style; by using different γ(z), β(z) for each z, the same feed-forward
network (using the same weights) can apply different styles to a target image. [8] provides a summary
of applications of FiLM layers. This work parametrizes γ with a recurrent neural network; this allows
us to efficient incorporate long-range signals from a long sequence into convolutional models.
Recurrent and Convolutional Sequence Models. Sequential data is often modeled using
RNNs [18, 33] combined with a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) framework [44]. RNNs are effective
on language processing tasks over medium-sized sequences (<100 symbols); however, time series
such as audio data may contain a very large number of samples, making RNNs difficult to train and
computationally impractical [46].
An alternative approach to modeling sequences is to use one-dimensional (1D) convolutions. While
convolutional networks are faster and easier to train than RNNs, convolutions have a limited receptive
field, and a subsequence of the output depends on only a finite subsequence of the input. This paper
introduces a new layer that addresses these limitations.
3 Temporal Feature-Wise Linear Modulation
In this section, we describe a new neural network component called Temporal Feature-Wise Linear
Modulation (TFiLM) that effectively captures long-range input dependencies in sequential inputs by
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combining elements of convolutional and recurrent approaches. At a high level, TFiLM modulates
the activations of a convolutional model using long-range information captured by a recurrent neural
network.
Specifically, a TFiLM layer takes as input a tensor of activations F ∈ RT×C from a 1D convolutional
layer applied at one datapoint and performs a series of transformations. For simplicity, we define
TFiLM using the notation from Section 2 with a batch size of N = 1, and we drop the fist dimension
of the 3D tensor of activations. First, F is split along the time axis into blocks of length B to produce
F blk ∈ RB×T/B×C . Intuitively, blocks correspond to regions along the spatial dimension in which
the activations are closely correlated; for example, when processing audio, blocks could be chosen to
correspond to audio samples that define the same phoneme. Next, we compute for each block b affine
transformers γb, βb ∈ RC using an RNN:
F poolb,c = Pool(F
blk
b,:,c) ∈ RB×C (γb, βb), hb = RNN(F poolb,: ;hb−1) for b = 1, 2, ..., B
starting with h0 = ~0, where hb denotes the hidden state, F pool ∈ RB×C is a tensor obtained by
pooling along the the second dimension of F blk, and the notation F blkb,:,c refers to a slice of F
blk along
the second dimension. In all our experiments, we use an LSTM and max pooling.
Finally, activations in each block b are normalized by γb, βb to produce a tensor F norm defined as
F normb,t,c = γb,c · F blockb,t,c + βb,c. Notice that each γb, βb is a function of both the current and all the past
blocks. Hence, activations can be modulated using long-range signals captured by the RNN. In the
audio example, the super resolution of a phoneme could depend on previous phonemes beyond the
receptive field of the convolution; the RNN enables us to use this long-range information.
Although TFiLM relies on an RNN, it remains computationally tractable because each RNN is small
(the dimensionality of its output is only O(C)) and because the RNN is invoked only a small number
of times. Consider again the speech example, where blocks are chosen to match phonemes: a 5
second recording contains ≈ 50 0.1 second phonemes, yielding only about 50 RNN invocations for
80,000 audio samples at 16KHz. At the same time, the RNN can carry useful long-range information,
as our experiments demonstrate.
4 Time Series Super-Resolution
Figure 2: Top: A deep neural network architecture for time series
super-resolution that consists of K downsampling blocks followed
by a bottleneck layer and K upsampling blocks; features are reused
via symmetric residual skip connections. Bottom: Internal structure
of downsampling and upsampling convolutional blocks.
In order to demonstrate the real-world
applications of TFiLM, we define
and study a new generative mod-
eling task called time series super-
resolution, which consists of recon-
structing a high-resolution signal y =
(y1, y2, ..., yT ) from low-resolution
measurements x = (x1, x2, ..., xT );
x, y denote the source and target time
series, respectively. For example, y
may be a high-quality speech signal
while x is a noisy phone recording.
This task is closely inspired by
image super resolution [7, 31],
which involves reconstructing a
high-resolution image from a low-
resolution version. As in image
super-resolution, we assume that low-
and high-resolution time series x, y
have a natural alignment, which can
arise, for example, from applying a
low-pass filter to y to obtain x. Below,
we provide two examples of time series super-resolution problems.
Audio Super-Resolution. Audio super-resolution (also known as bandwidth extension; [11]) in-
volves predicting a high-quality audio signal from a fraction (15-50%) of its time-domain samples.
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Table 2: Accuracy evaluation of sentiment analysis methods in each of the four sentiment analysis experiments.
Dataset Yelp IMDB
Experiment Small (1M Params.) Large Small Large
Model CNN LSTM TFiLM CNN LSTM TFiLM CNN LSTM TFiLM CNN LSTM TFiLM
Accuracy 0.781 0.952 0.956 0.780 0.952 0.953 0.661 0.523 0.89 0.663 0.845 0.884
# Params. 1.06e6 1.03e6 1.04e6 1.50e6 9.61e6 2.77e7 1.10e6 1.03e6 1.04e6 1.55e6 9.60e6 2.78e7
Secs. per Epoch 896 1141 340 1069 1655 728 92 231 67 107 364 155
Note that this is equivalent to predicting the signal’s high frequencies from its low frequencies.
Formally, given a low-resolution signal x = (x1/R1 , ..., xR1T/R1) sampled at a rate R1/T (e.g., low-
quality telephone call), our goal is to reconstruct a high-resolution version y = (y1/R2 , ..., yR2T/R2)
of x that has a sampling rate R2 > R1. We use r = R2/R1 to denote the upsampling ratio of the
two signals. Thus, we expect that yrt/R2 ≈ xt/R1 for t = 1, 2, ..., TR1.
Super-Resolution of Genomics Experiments. Many genomics experiments can be seen as taking
a real-valued measurement at every position of the genome; experimental results can therefore be
represented by a time series. Measurements are generally obtained using a large set of probes (e.g.,
sequencing reads) that each randomly examine a different position in the genome; the genomic time
series is an aggregate of the measurements taken by these probes. In this setting, super-resolution
corresponds to reconstructing high-quality experimental measurements taken using a large set of
probes from noisy measurements taken using a small set of probes. This process can significantly
reduce the cost of scientific experiments. This paper focuses on a particular genomic experiment
called chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) [42].
4.1 A Deep Neural Network Architecture for Time Series-Super Resolution
The TFiLM layer is a key part of our deep neural network architecture shown in Figure 2. Other
notable features of the architecture include the following: (1) a sequence of downsampling blocks that
halve the spatial dimension and double the feature size and of upsampling blocks that do the reverse;
(2) max pooling to reduce the size of LSTM inputs; (3) skip connections between corresponding
downsamping and upsampling blocks; and (4) subpixel shuffling [43] to increase the time dimension
during upscaling and avoid artifacts [36]. For more details, see the Appendix.
We train the model on a dataset D = {xi, yi}ni=1 of source/target time series pairs. As in image
super-resolution, we take the xi, yi to be small patches sampled from the full time series. We train
the model using a mean squared error objective.
5 Experiments
We first analyze the performance of the TFiLM layer on a common disriminative text classification
task: sentiment analysis. Then, we evaluate our method on several generative time series super-
resolution problems.
5.1 Text Classifcation
Datasets. We use the Yelp Review dataset [1] and the IMDB Movie Review dataset [34], two
standard datasets for sentiment analysis. The Yelp dataset consists of about 600, 000 Yelp reviews
classified as positive or negative based on the number of stars given by the reviewer. Reviews with 1
or 2 stars are classified as negative, and reviews with 3 or 4 stars are classified as positive. The IMDB
dataset consists of 50, 000 movie review. Reviews classified as negative received a rating of ≤ 4 out
of 10, and reviews classified as positive received a rating of ≥ 7 out of 10. Both datasets contain an
equal number of positive and negative reviews. Wih zero-padding and truncation, we set the length of
Yelp reviews to 256 tokens and the length of IMDB reviews to 1024 tokens.
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Methods. We tokenize the reviews using Keras’s built-in tokenizer2 and use 100-dimensional
GLoVe word embeddings [38] to encode the tokens.
We compare our method to two baselines, a simplified version of Johnson and Zhang’s Deep Pyramid
Convolutional Neural Network (DPCNN) [22] and a basic LSTM network. Our pared-down version
of the DPCNN model reduces the number of convolutional layers to 3 and does not include region
embedding. Our full model inserts TFiLM layers after the convolutional layers in the DPCNN
architecture.
We train for 20 epochs using the ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 10−3 and a batch size of
128. For each dataset, we run two experiments, one in which the number of parameters between
the models is normalized to about 1 million, and one in which we increase the size of the model so
that it uses almost all of the memory of the GPU (a NVIDIA Tesla P100). Note that in the latter
experiment the number of parameters varies depending which layer acts as the memory bottleneck.
To modulate the number of parameters, we adjust the number of filters in the DPCNN, the size of the
output dimension of the LSTM, and the number of filters and TFiLM blocks in the full model.
Evaluation. Table 2 presents the results of our experiments. On both datasets and in each exper-
iment, the TFiLM model preforms significantly better than the basic DPCNN architecture. The
TFiLM model performs slightly better than the LSTM model on the Yelp dataset; this is unsurprising,
as the sequences are only of length 256, short enough that the pure RNN can avoid the vanishing
gradient problem. In contrast, the LSTM model struggles to learn at all when training on the longer
reviews in the IMDB dataset. For the IMDB dataset, the LSTM model must be over 9 times larger
than the TFiLM model to approach the latter’s performance.
Moreover, the TFiLM model trains on average over 50% faster than the DPCNN model and almost
twice as fast as the LSTM model. Figure 3 in the Appendix presents learning curves for the 1-million
parameter Yelp review experiment. On the more realistic 1-Million parameter experiments, the
TFiLM model trains twice as fast as the DPCNN model and over three times as fast as the LSTM
model. Overall, these results indicate that TFiLM layers can provide performance and efficiency
benefits on discriminative sequence classificaiton problems.
5.2 Audio Super-Resolution
Datasets. We use the VCTK dataset [47] — which contains 44 hours of data from 108 speakers
— and a Piano dataset — 10 hours of Beethoven sonatas [35]. We generate low-resolution audio
signal from the 16 KHz originals by applying an order 8 Chebyshev type I low-pass filter before
subsampling the signal by the desired scaling ratio. The SINGLESPEAKER task trains the model on
the first 223 recordings of VCTK Speaker 1 (about 30 minutes) and tests on the last 8 recordings.
In the MULTISPEAKER task, we train on the first 99 VCTK speakers and test on the 8 remaining
ones. Lastly, the PIANO task extends audio super resolution to non-vocal data; we use the standard
88%-6%-6% data split.
Methods. We compare our method relative to three baselines: a cubic B-spline — which corre-
sponds to the bicubic upsampling baseline used in image super-resolution; a dense neural network
(DNN) based on the technique of Li et. al., 2015 [32]; and a version of our CNN architecture without
TFiLM layers.
We instantiate our model with K = 4 blocks and train it for 50 epochs on patches of length 8192 (in
the high-resolution space) using the ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 3× 10−4. To ensure
source/target series are of the same length, the source input is pre-processed with cubic upscaling.
We adjust the TFiLM block length B so that T/B (the number of blocks) is always 32. We use a
pooling stride and spatial extent of 8. To increase the receptive field of our convolutional layers, we
use dilated convolutions with a dilation factor of 2 [48].
Including TFiLM layers significantly increases the number of parameters per layer compared with
the DNN baseline and the basic CNN architecture. Accordingly, we adjust the number of filters per
layer to normalize the parameter counts between the models.
2 https://keras.io/preprocessing/text/
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Table 3: Accuracy evaluation of audio super resolution methods (in dB) on each of the three super-resolution
tasks at upscaling ratios r = 2, 4, and 8.
SINGLESPEAKER MULTISPEAKER PIANO
Ratio Obj. Spline DNN Conv Full Spline DNN Conv. Full Spline DNN Conv. Full
r = 2 SNR 19.0 19.0 19.4 19.5 18.0 17.9 18.1 19.8 24.8 24.7 25.3 25.4
LSD 3.5 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.9 2.5 1.9 1.8 1.8 2.5 2.0 2.0
r = 4 SNR 15.6 15.6 16.4 16.8 13.2 13.3 13.1 15.0 18.6 18.6 18.8 19.3
LSD 5.6 4.0 3.7 3.5 5.2 3.9 3.1 2.7 2.8 3.2 2.3 2.2
r = 8 SNR 12.2 12.3 12.7 12.9 9.8 9.8 9.9 12.0 10.7 10.7 11.1 13.3
LSD 7.2 4.7 4.2 4.3 6.8 4.6 4.3 2.9 4.0 3.5 2.7 2.6
# Params. N/A 6.72e7 7.09e7 6.82e7 N/A 6.72e7 7.09e7 6.82e7 N/A 6.72e7 7.09e7 6.82e7
Metrics. Given a reference signal y and an approximation x, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as SNR(x, y) = 10 log ||y||
2
2
||x−y||22 . The SNR is a standard metric used in the signal processing
literature. The log-spectral distance (LSD) [16] measures the reconstruction quality of individual
frequencies as follows LSD(x, y) = 1T
∑T
t=1
√
1
K
∑K
k=1
(
X(t, k)− Xˆ(t, k)
)2
, where X and Xˆ
are the log-spectral power magnitudes of y and x, respectively. These are defined as X = log |S|2,
where S is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the signal. We use t and k index frames and
frequencies, respectively; we used frames of length 8092.
Evaluation. The results of our experiments are summarized in Table 3. According to our SNR
metric, our basic convolutional architecture shows an average improvement of 0.3 dB over the DNN
and Spline baselines, with the strongest improvements on the SINGLESPEAKER task. Based on the
LSD metric, the convolutional architecture also shows an average improvement of 0.5 dB over the
DNN baseline and 1.6 dB over the Spline baseline. The convolutional architecture appears to use our
modeling capacity more efficiently than a dense neural network; we expect such architectures will
soon be more widely used in audio generation tasks.3
Including the TFiLM layers improves performance by an additional 1.0 dB on average in terms of
SNR and 0.2 dB on average in terms of LSD. The TFiLM layers prove particularly beneficial on the
MULTISPEAKER task, perhaps because this is the most complex task and therefore the one which
benefits most from additional long-term temporal connections in the model.
Finally, to confirm our results, we ran a study in which human raters assessed the quality of the
interpolated audio samples. Our method ranked the best among the upscaling techniques; details are
in the appendix.
5.3 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing
Table 4: Pearson correlation of the model output
and the high-quality ChIP-seq signal derived from
an experiment with high sequencing depth. The
CNN baseline is from Koh et. al., 2016 [28].
Pearson Correlation
Input (noisy) CNN Ours
H3K4me1 0.48 0.79 0.81
H3K4me3 0.66 0.83 0.90
H3K27ac 0.59 0.85 0.89
H3K27me3 0.21 0.65 0.64
H3K36me3 0.44 0.88 0.90
We use histone ChIP-seq data from lymphoblas-
toid cell lines derived from several individuals of
diverse ancestry [25] on the following common
histone marks: H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac,
H3K27me3, and H3K36me3. This dataset contains
high-quality ChIP-seq data with a high sequencing
depth; to obtain low-quality versions, we artificially
subsample 1M reads for each histone mark (out of
the full dataset of 100+M reads per mark). This mir-
rors the setup of Koh et. al., 2016 [28], which used
3 We also experimented with a sequence-to-sequence architecture. This model preformed very poorly,
achieving SNR of about 0 dB for all upscaling ratios. As discussed above, sequence-to-sequence models
generally struggle to solve problems involving extremely long time-series signals, as is the case here.
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a simpler convolutional neural network architecture.
We use the Koh setup as a baseline in this section.
Formally, given an input noisy ChIP-seq signal X ∈
Rk×T , where k is the number of distinct histone
marks, and T is the length of the genome, we aim to
reconstruct a high-quality ChIP-seq signal Y ∈ RT . We use the k low-quality signals as input and
train a separate model for each high quality target mark. We use B = 2 and training windows of
length 1000; all other hyper-parameters are as in the audio-super resolution task.
To evaluate our results, we measure Pearson correlation between our model output and the true,
high-quality ChIP-seq signal; this is a standard comparison metric in the field (e.g., [13]). As shown
in Table 4, our method significantly improves the quality of the input signal, and on all but one
histone mark outperforms the specialized CNN baseline. Across all of the histone marks, the model
output from an input of 1M sequencing reads is equivalent in quality to signal derived from 10M to
20M reads, constituting a significant efficiency gain.
5.4 Additional Analyses
Model Visualization. We examined the internals of the TFiLM layer by visualizing the adaptive
normalizer parameters in the audio super-resolution and sentiment analysis experiments. On the
former, we observed that the parameters tend to cluster by gender, suggesting that the layer learns
useful features. Figures are in the Appendix.
Ablation Analysis. The ablation analysis in Figure 5 indicates that temporal adaptive normalization
significantly improves model performance. In addition, we performed an ablation analysis for the
skip connections and found that they also significantly improve reconstruction accuracy. Our results
are in the Appendix.
Model Generalization. We examined the extent to which the model generalizes across datasets.
On the audio task, we observed a loss in performance when evaluating the model that was trained on
speech on piano music (and vice versa). This highlights the need for diverse training data. Details are
in the Appendix.
Missing Value Imputation. We experimented with imputing missing values from a sequence
of daily grocery retail sales using various zero-out rates. TFiLM layers consistently provided
performance benefits. Our full methodology and results are in the Appendix.
6 Previous Work and Discussion
Feature-Wise Linear Modulation. Previous work has applied feature-wise linear modulation to
tasks including question answering, style transfer, and speech recognition (see Table 1). Our approach
is most similar to that of Kim et al. [27], which modulates layer normalization parameters using a
feed-forward model conditioned on an input audio sequence. Conversely, our method adjusts the
batch normalization parameters of a feed-forward CNN using an RNN conditioned on the entire
sequence. This significantly improves the CNN’s performance.
Time Series Modeling. In the machine learning literature, time series signals have most often
been modeled with auto-regressive models, of which variants of recurrent networks are a special
case [15, 33, 35]. Our approach generalizes conditional modeling ideas used in computer vision for
tasks such as image super-resolution [7, 31] or colorization [49].
Applications to Audio and Genomics. Existing learning-based approaches include Gaussian
mixture models [5, 37, 41], linear predictive coding [4], and neural networks [32]. Our work
proposes the first convolutional architecture, which scales better with data size and outperforms
recent methods. Moreover, existing techniques involve hand-crafted features [41]; our approach
is fully domain-agnostic. Statistical modeling of genomic data has been explored in population
and functional genomics [30, 13]; our approach has the potential to make scientific experiments
significantly more affordable.
8
Computational Performance. Our model is computationally efficient and can be run in real time.
Unlike sequence-to-sequence architectures, our model does not require the complete input sequence
to begin generating an output sequence.
7 Conclusion
In summary, our work introduces a temporal adaptive normalization neural network layer that
integrates convolutional and recurrent layers to efficiently incorporate long-term information when
processing sequential data. We demonstrate the layer’s effectiveness on three diverse domains. Our
results have applications in areas including text-to-speech generation and sentiment analysis and
could reduce the cost of genomics experiments.
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Figure 3: Learning curves for the 1-million parameter Yelp review expeirment. Left: validation accuracy; Right:
validation loss.
A Sentiment Analysis Learning Curves
Figure 3 presents validation accuracy and loss learning curves for the the 1-million parameter Yelp
review experiment. Note that the accuracy and loss converge several epochs slower for the LSTM
model compared with the TFiLM model.
B Time Series Super-Resolution Model Details
Bottleneck Convolutional Layers The core of the model is formed by K successive downsam-
pling and upsampling layer blocks: each performs a convolution, dropout, and ReLU non-linearity.
Downsampling block k = 1, 2, ...,K contains max(26+k, 512) convolutional filters of length
min(27−k + 1, 9) with a stride of 2. Upsampling block k has max(27+(K−k+1), 512) filters of
length min(27−(K−k+1) + 1, 9). Thus, at a downsampling step, we halve the spatial dimension and
double the filter size; during upsampling, this is reversed. This bottleneck architecture resembles a
conovlutional auto-encoder and encourages the model to learn a hierarchy of features.
Max Pooling. Because we expect correlation between data at consecutive time-steps, operating the
LSTM over T/B × C tensors would be inefficient, especially in the first downsampling blocks. We
use max pooling to reduce the size of the LSTM inputs. Specifically, after step 1 of Algorithm 1, we
apply max pooling to condense F blkn,b,t,c tensors into F
blk’
n,b,t,c,f,s = Fn,((b×t)−f)/s,c tensors, where f
is the pooling spatial extent and s is the pooling stride.
Skip Connections. When the source series x is similar to the target y, downsampling features will
also be useful for upsampling [21]. We thus add additional skip connections that stack the tensor of
k-th downsampling features with the (K − k + 1)-th tensor of upsampling features. We also add an
additive residual connection from the input to the final output: the model thus only needs to learn
y − x. This speeds up training.
Subpixel Shuffling. To increase the time dimension during upscaling, we have implemented a
one-dimensional version of the subpixel layer of [43], which has been shown to be less prone to
produce artifacts [36]. Given a N × T × C input tensor, the convolution in a U-block outputs a
tensor of shape N × T × C/2. The subpixel layer reshuffles this tensor into another one of size
N × 2T × C/4; these are concatenated with C/4 features from the downsampling stage, for a final
output of size N × 2T × C/2. Thus, we have halved the number of filters and doubled the spatial
dimension.
C TSNE Embeddings
We generated t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) plots of the adaptive batch
normalization parameters on the MULTISPEAKER audio super-resolution task and on the 1-million
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Figure 4: Left: t-SNE plot of activations after the final TFiLM layer for the r = 4 model trained on MULTI-
SPEAKER recordings. The male speakers (blue) are generally separated from the female speakers (red). Right:
t-SNE plot of activations after the final TFiLM layer for 1-million parameter Yelp review experiment. The
positive reviews (blue) are seperated from the negative reviews (red).
parameter Yelp review sentiment analysis task. t-SNE is a non-linear dimensionality reduction
algorithm that allows one to visualize relationships between the activations on different data points.
Figure 4 shows that activations of the final TFiLM layer reflect high-level concepts, including the
gender of the speaker and the sentiment of the review.
D MUSHRA Test
Table 5: MUSHRA test user study scores. We show
scores for each sample, averaged over individual users.
The average across all samples is also displayed.
MULTISPEAKER Sample
1 2 3 4 Average
Ours 69 75 64 37 61.3
DNN 51 55 66 53 56.3
Spline 31 25 38 47 35.3
We confirmed our objective audio super-
resolution experiments with a study in which
human raters assessed the quality of super-
resolution using a MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli
with Hidden Reference and Anchor) test. For
each trial, an audio sample was upscaled using
different techniques4. We collected four VCTK
speaker recordings of audio samples from the
MULTISPEAKER testing set. For each recording,
we collected the original utterance, a downsam-
pled version at r = 4, and signals super-resolved
using Splines, DNNs, and our model (six versions in total). We recruited 10 subjects and used an
online survey to them to rate each sample reconstruction on a scale of 0 (extremely bad) to 100
(excellent). Table 5 summarizes the results. Our method ranked as the best of the three upscaling
techniques.
E Additional Ablation Analysis.
Figure 5 displays the result of a longer ablation analysis: the green line displays the validation set `2
loss of the original model over time; the yellow curve removes the additive residual connection; the
green curve further removes the additive skip connection (while preserving the same total number
of filters). This shows that symmetric skip connections are crucial for attaining good performance;
additive connections provide an additional small, but perceptible, improvement.
F Understanding the Generalization of the Super-Resolution Model
We tested the sensitivity of our method to out-of-distribution input via an audio super-resolution
experiment in which the training set did not use a low-pass filter, while the test set did, and vice versa.
4We anonymously posted our set of samples to https://anonymousqwerty.github.io/audio-sr/. We will release
our source code there as well.
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Figure 5: Model ablation analysis on the MULTISPEAKER audio super-resolution task with r = 4.
Table 7: Out-of-distribution performance. We train models on the PIANO and MULTISPEAKER datasets at r = 4
and measure SNR and LSD (in dB) on a different testing dataset.
PIANO (TEST) MULTISPKR (TEST)
SNR LSD SNR LSD
PIANO (TRAIN) 23.5 3.6 9.6 4.1
MULTISPKR (TRAIN) 0.7 8.1 16.1 3.5
We focused on the PIANO task and r = 2. The output from the model was noisier than expected,
indicating that generalization is an important concern. We suspect this behavior may be common in
super-resolution algorithms but has not been widely documented. A potential solution might be to
train on data that has been generated using multiple techniques.
In addition, we examined the ability of our model to generalize from speech to music and vice versa.
We found that switching domains produced noisy output, again highlighting the specialization of the
model.
Table 6: Sensitivity of the model to whether low-
resolution audio was subject to a low-pass filter
(LPF) in dB.
LPF (Test) No LPF (Test)
SNR LSD SNR LSD
LPF (Train) 30.1 3.4 0.42 4.5
No LPF (Train) 0.43 4.4 33.2 3.3
Table 7 reports objective metrics for models trained
on the MULTISPEAKER and the PIANO tasks and
tested both on the same and on the other dataset.
Listening to the samples, we found that although
the model predicts many high frequencies, these are
often corrupted with noise. Thus, our neural networks
appear to learn a dictionary that is specialized to the
type of audio that they are trained on.
G Missing Data Imputation
Table 8: Accuracy evaluation of time series impu-
tation methods (using L2 distance) with zero-out
rates of 10%, 20%, and 30%.
% Missing Spline DNN Conv. Full
10% 2.48 2.45 1.00 0.84
20% 3.55 3.30 1.39 1.22
30% 4.32 3.97 1.69 1.48
We also considered the super-resolution task of imput-
ing missing values in daily retail sales data. Missing
values naturally occur in financial time series due
to bookkeeping errors or censoring, and they occur
in other domains for myriad reasons. Robustness
to missing values improves the reliability of down-
stream machine learning algorithms.
We downloaded publicly available grocery retail sales
data from Kaggle’s Grocery Sales Forecasting Com-
petition [24]. From this data, we extracted sales fig-
ures for 1452 items on 1024 days. We split the data 80% / 20% into training and testing sets, and we
experiment with setting 10%, 20%, and 30% of the values to zero uniformly at random. We train the
model (with and without TFiLM layers) to fill in the missing values. We train for 50 epochs using
the ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 3× 10−4. As in the audio super-resolution tasks, we
compare our results with a cubic B-spline and a DNN. (The DNN hyper-parameters are the same as
in the audio experiments.)
As Table 8 shows, the convolutional architecture consistently outperforms both baselines, and
including TFiLM layers consistently provides an additional benefit.
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